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Executive summary
The zEPHYR project is focused on the enhancement of wind turbine performance assessment in
complex terrains and urban environments, encompassing extensive research into the real terrain
and localized atmospheric effects on aerodynamic efficiency, structural behavior, and noise emission.
Social factors are also of paramount importance in these endeavors, especially when implementing the
wind turbines in densely populated urban regions. A significant element of this initiative is Deliverable
D5.9, a documentation of all the public database on Zenodo related to the benchmark on "Urban
Canopy".
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1 Public Database
The database is part of the zEPHYR ZENODO community (https://zenodo.org/communities/zephyr/)
and is directly accessible from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8297713 and
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8297571.

For reference, the reader can refer to (Shubham, Naik, Sachar, & Ianakiev, 2023).

• "Clifton Campus Site Plan.dwl" - 2D plan drawings of all buildings in the Clifton campus, Notting-
ham Trent University

• "Clifton campus CFD" folder - Preliminary CFD results of simulation of urban boundary layer over
the Clifton campus buildings and CAD models as .catpart and .catproduct files

• "wind-turbines" folder - Power output of 5 different types of wind turbines, based on wind speeds
in the city of Nottingham

• "wind-data" folder - Wind speed data for 4 different locations in the city of Nottingham
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